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Abbreviations
“Act” – the Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008, as amended by the Companies
Amendment Act, No. 3 of 2011
“AFS” – annual financial statements
“AGM” – annual general meeting
“Articles” – articles of association
“BR” – business rescue
“BR plan” – business rescue plan
“CC” – close corporation
“CC Act” – the Close Corporations Act, No. 69 of 1984
“Constitution” – the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996
“Commission” – the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission
“DTI” – the Department of Trade and Industry
“Explanatory Memorandum” – Memorandum on the objects of the
Companies Bill, 2008 as tabled before
Parliament;
“IP” – intellectual property
“JM” – judicial management
“JSE” – The JSE Limited, formerly called The Johannesburg Stock Exchange
“Master” – the Master of the High Court
“Minister” – the Minister charged with regulation of the Act, presently the
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Minister of Trade and Industry
“MOI” – Memorandum of Incorporation
“NPA” – the National Prosecuting Authority
“NPC” – Non-profit Company
“PLC” – Personal Liability Company
“Regulations” –the regulations prescribed by the Minister in terms of the Act that
appear in Government Notice No. R351, Government Gazette
No. 34239 dated 26 April 2011
“SOC” – state-owned company
“SRP” – the Securities Regulation Panel
“Tribunal” – the Companies Tribunal
“TRP” – the Takeover Regulation Pane
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1.

Introduction

After the intricate process of implementing the corporate law reform in South Africa, the
outdated Companies Act No. 61 of 1973 is no longer been utilized, and the full focus has
been drawn to the “new” Companies Act for South Africa (No. 71 of 2008) as this act replaces
both the Companies Act of 1973 and Corporate Laws amendment Act no. 24 of 2006.
The Act was signed by the president on the 9th day of April 2009 and published in Gazette
No. 32121 (Notice No.421); keeping in mind the act was formed to promote compliance with
the Bill of Rights (2010) as provided for the Constitution in the application of company law
with the aim to encourage transparency and high standards of corporate governance which
intern provides a balance of rights and obligations of shareholders and directors.
The Act was developed with the intention to impose more severe penalties on directors and
officers who abused their powers or neglected their duties. The Act requires Directors and
Shareholder to make far more disclosures of their business activities, introducing more
stringent accounting requirements and introducing more laws to ensure that directors
discharge their duties honestly, responsibly and diligently.
These factors did manifest themselves in some ways in South Africa before the Act came into
operation, such as the publication of the King Code and its predecessors, King I and King II,
and the amendments to the 1973 Act made by the 2006 Corporate Laws Amendment Act,
which introduced more stringent requirements in relation to the independence of directors and
auditors, as well as more onerous accountability standards on large companies.

2.

Structure of the Act

Section 14 (ss337 - 426) of the Act has remained unaltered and is still in force as the
government has decided to conserve this chapter until new insolvency laws are enacted.
Keeping in mind this decision was made with the endeavour to avoid conflict with the
proposed legislation.

Section 14 governs the winding up and liquidation of insolvent

companies.
While the Act does contain numerous new concepts, rights, obligations and remedies, the
fundamental common law principles remain intact. It was stated in the 2004 Policy that the
DTI never aimed at writing a new Act and that the objective was to ensure that the new
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legislation is appropriate, legal, economic and social context of South Africa as a
constitutional democracy and open economy.
The Act is written in brief, modern English terms which makes to more user-friendly than its
predecessor. Keeping in mind, the sections of the Act is has been reduced to almost half as
previously there were approximately 450 and now 225 ; virtually all the outdated and
formalistic provisions of the 1973 Act have been removed. Significantly the administrative,
secretarial and regulatory procedures are also simpler. Even though the number of sections
has reduced the format of the Act is similar to the 1973 Act. There are even similarities
between the Schedules to the both the Acts. The Act has five (5) Schedules; most vital with
reference to business would be Schedules 2 and 5.
Schedule 1 -

Outlines the transactions with regards to Non-Profit Companies (NPC);

Schedule 2 -

Governs the process or conversion procedure mainly being that of CCs to
companies;

Schedule 3 -

The summary of amendments to various statutes. This significantly
complements the provision with those of the Act.

The mass of these

amendments transmit to the CC Act and also include amendments to the
Patents Act, 1978, Copyright Act, 1978, Share Blocks Control Act, 1980,
Trade Mark Act, 1993 and Co-operatives Act, 2005.
Schedule 4 -

Encloses a list of 15 other statutes which the Commission must also
administer and enforce with regards to the CC Act, the Copyright Act, the
Patents Act and the Trade Marks Act.

Schedule 5 -

“Transitional

Arrangements”,

contains

provisions

which

have

been

deliberated to ensure that the changeover from the old to the new Act is
effective. This schedule outlines the manner or the form a company that is
incorporated under the 1973 Act must comply with. For instance:


Preparation of AFS, AGM, notices and any other documentation. Copies of these
documents should be present to the shareholder(s); or



File any particular documentation; or



Action required in terms of the Act or its MOI;



Application to the Companies Tribunal.
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Nonetheless, the Regulations must not be forgotten as they are essential to the Act. The Act
empowers the Minister to make or prescribe Regulations, ranging from functions of the
regulatory agencies to procedural and technical matters. The Regulations are dedicated to
public offers of securities and Companies Tribunal proceedings.

3.

Regulatory Agencies

As the DTI deems to provide a more “predictable and de-politicised regulatory and
enforcement system”, the Act created the following regulatory agencies:


Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (“Commission”),
Previously known as CIPRO (The Companies Intellectual Property and Registration
Office) was replaced and to be known as CIPC – Companies and Intellectual
Property Commission.



Takeover Regulation Panel (“TRP”),
Previously known as the Securities Regulation Panel (“SRP”) was replaced and now
known to be the Takeover Regulation Panel (“TRP”) or (‘TORP”).



Companies Tribunal (“Tribunal”),
The only new regulatory agency which was designed to serve as a forum for
voluntary dispute in any matter arising under the Act.



Financial Reporting Standards Council (“FRSC”),
Which entails an advisory committee to the Minister on accounting-related matters.

4.

Categorisation of Companies

The Act provides for two categories of companies, namely for Profit and Non-profit
companies.
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4.1 Non-Profit Company
A non-profit company (“NPC”) is a company incorporated for a public benefit or an object
related to one or more cultural or social activities, or communal or group interests. There are
no categories of NPCs. Its name must end with the expression “NPC”. Non-profit companies
need to be reminded of the following 6 aspects:


There must be 3 or more individuals (including juristic persons) required in order to
incorporate the entity;



There is a minimum requirement of 3 directors (or more) required;



A non-profit company may be incorporated with or without members;



A non-profit company may have voting or non-voting rights;



Membership can be held by juristic person(s), including profit companies;



Each voting member has at least one vote and the vote of each member is of equal
value to the vote of each other voting member on any matter to be determined by
vote of members, except the extent that the company’s MOI provides otherwise.

4.2 Profit Company

A “Profit company” is defined as “a company incorporated for the purposes of financial gain
for its shareholders”. Profit companies are reminded of the following three aspects:


There must be 1 or more individuals (including juristic persons) required in order to
incorporate an entity;



There is a minimum requirement of 1 director (or more) for the incorporation of a
profit company and there is a minimum of 3 required directors for the incorporation of
a public company which is also classified as a profit company; and
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Shares issued by pre-existing company and held by a shareholder immediately
before effective date the Act continues to have all rights associated with it
immediately before the effective date.

Profit companies may be classified under four categories:

1.

A state-owned company (“SOC”) known as the only new category. SOCs include
companies which are owned by or are accountable to the national or a provincial
government, or to a municipality. The SOC has been created for one reason only – to
facilitate separate statutory treatment of SOCs in order to avoid conflict, overlap or
duplication with other legislation which is applicable to SOCs only. Except for these
matters, the Act generally treats a SOC in the same way as a public company. Its
name must end with the expression “SOC Ltd.” This type of company is required to
be audited.

2.

A private company. A profit company is a private company if its MOI prohibits it from
offering any of its securities to the public and restricts the transferability of its
securities. This is a similar test as that for a private company under the 1973 Act. For
this reason, most Articles of private companies contain a provision that gives the
directors the discretionary right to refuse to register a transfer of its shares. The 1973
Act also restricted the number of shareholders of a private company to 50. This
restriction has been lifted, so a private company can now have any number of
shareholders. Its name must end with the expression “Proprietary Limited” or “(Pty)
Ltd.”

3.

A personal liability company (“PLC”). A profit company is a PLC if it meets the criteria
for a private company and its MOI states that it is a PLC. The directors of a PLC are
jointly and severally liable, together with the company, for any debts and liabilities of
the company. A PLC is thus an “unlimited liability” company that is used mainly by
professional practices such as architects, engineers and lawyers. It is the same type
of company as that referred to in Section 53(b) of the 1973 Act. Its name must end
with the expression “Incorporated” or “Inc.”.

4.

A public company. If a profit company cannot be categorised as a SOC, a PLC or a
private company, it is deemed to be a public company, by default. Its name must end
with the expression “Limited” or “Ltd”
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5.

Company Formation and Registration

5.1 Registration, Name Reservation, Registered Address, Records
Registration of a company is immediately effective when the MoI has been signed by the
requisite number of persons and by filing it together with prescribed Notice of Incorporation at
the Registrar of Companies (CIPC). Keeping in mind the prescribed filing fee must be paid
together with submission of the application. Although the MoI is the founding statement of a
company it the only documentation required in order to form the company. The initial step in
forming a company is to reserve the name as the Act reforms the criteria for acceptable
names in such a way as to give maximum effect to the Constitutional right to freedom of
expression. A company will no longer be restricted to business activity. Thus, the company
name does not have to relate or even be descriptive to the company. With this being said, you
will notice that the Act enforces the following:


Names may be in any language together with any; letters, numbers, round brackets
used in pairs and registration number followed by (Pty) Ltd;



A profit company may use just the registration number of the company followed by
“South Africa”, or “RF” if applicable;



A name may not be the same as one of another company, unless it forms part of a
group of companies using similar names. For example, Into SA, Into SA Pretoria, Into
SA Johannesburg, Into SA Durban etc;



A name may not be used if it is a registered trademark or a name registered for use in
terms of Business Names Act 1960 or a mark work, expression which is restricted or
protected in terms of the Merchandise Marks Act 1941;



A name must not falsely imply, suggest or mislead an individual to believe incorrectly
that the company is part of any other person, entity, an organ of state, a court or its
owned/ managed by person(s) having particular educational designation, owned,
patronage of any foreign state, head of government or international organisation;
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A name must not offend or be offensive to the community. This being any word or
symbol that in isolation or in context may constitute war, incitement, imminent
violence or advocate hatred based on race, ethnicity, gender, religion or cause harm.

When a name has been approved CIPC automatically reserves the name for a period of 6
(six) months, this same name reservation is used to protect the desired name and intern
prevent duplication of the name. A name reservation may be transferred of extended should
the entity not yet be ready for registration. If the name is the Notice of Incorporation is the
same as that of a registered company or reserved name, the Commissionaire may use the
registration number as the name in the interim. Should the commissioner at any time feel that
the name is in contravention, it may require the applicant to serve a copy of its application to
any interested party whereas the interested party may apply to the company tribunal for
determination. Should the Commissioner believe that the name is contravention it may refers
the application and name reservation to the South African Human Rights Commission, which
in turn may apply to the Companies Tribunal for determination in terms of Section 160.

A

company may also choose to change its name at any given time; however, this may only be
done by means of a special resolution.
The registered name and registration number must be clearly stated in all notices and/or any
official publications of the company including electronic and in the bills or exchange,
promissory cheques, orders of money or goods, and in all letters delivered noted, invoices,
receipts and letters of credit. Failure to use the name in any of the above mentioned activities
is considered as an offence which could lead to an order allocating any liability to or among
the shareholder or directors and in turn lead to many circumstances. Every company or entity
is indebted to the following with regards to the registered Address of the company:


A Company must maintain a registered office in South Africa and indicate such in its
Notice of Incorporation as well as;



File a notice of change to the registered address with the commission if the
addresses are deemed to change from time to time.

All records should be in written form or alternatively, in form which permits the information to
be converted to written form for a period of 7 (seven) years.
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5.2 Legal Status of Companies
A company instantaneously becomes a juristic person when registration has been effective
and stated on the registration certificate. An Individual who is an incorporator, director or even
a shareholder is not legally responsible for the obligations of the company except to the
degree that the Act or the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation conveys.

5.3 Memorandum of Incorporation (MoI)
The Memorandum of Incorporation is known as the significant document which comprises any
company.

In other words, it is now the sole governing document of the company. The

Memorandum of Incorporation (MoI) replaces both the Memorandum of Association and the
Articles of Association of pre-existing companies. The MoI is obligated to be consistent with
the Act or will be voided if inconsistent with the Act.

A MoI may be incorporated with

particular conditions which are applicable to the company and any requirement for the
amendment of such condition.It may prohibit the amendment of any particular provision of the
MoI in which case the Notice of Incorporation must comprehensible point this out, and also
indicate its location in the MOI. In such a case, the name of the company must have RF as its
name extension (Ring Fencing).

5.4 Ring Fencing (RF)
It is emphasised in Section 19(1)(b) that a company has all legal powers and capacity of an
individual, except to the extent that the MoI states otherwise. This provision makes it
impossible for a company to act beyond its capacity unless the company’s MoI restricts its
capacity in some way. Companies that have restricted capacity are commonly called “special
purpose vehicles” (“SPVs”), and are shaped to perform a specific purpose, thus, ensuring
nothing else can be done. For example, SPVs are used in Black Economic Empowerment
dealings and where the employee share incentive schemes for the sole purpose of
warehousing shares in other companies until such shares are paid for or until the expiry
period, which is usually at least three years. A company’s capacity is restricted by inserting
such restrictions in its MOI. The Act ensures that the general public is alerted to a company’s
restricted capacity by requiring that such a company’s name be immediately followed by the
term “(RF)”, which stands for “ring fenced” or “restricted function”. By doing this any person
(including a third party) is deemed to have knowledge of the company’s restricted capacity.
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The significance is that, in legal proceedings, a third party cannot argue that it did not know
that the “(RF)” company had exceeded its capacity in entering into a particular contract.

5.5 Amendments to MoI

A Memorandum of Incorporation (MoI) can be amended if the board so wishes to change any
provision or clause within the MoI. However, the MoI may only be amended by means of a
special resolution and if the amendment is:


Proposed by the board or by the Shareholder who has at least 10% of the voting
shares; and



Approved by the shareholders by formal means of a written special resolution.
Keeping in mind that this is not obliged by for Non-profit companies that have no
voting rights.

5.6 Annual Returns
Annual returns are known to be a summary of the most recent and update of information
pertaining to a company. Annual Returns are required to be submitted by every category of
company in the prescribed form with the prescribed fee within the prescribed period after the
end of the anniversary date of its incorporation.
By submitting the annual returns companies ensure that CIPC is in possession of the latest
information and is also notified that the entity is in business or will be conducting business in
the near future. Failure to submit Annual Returns will assume that the company is not doing
business nor is not intending on doing business in the near future, therefore leading to
deregistration, which has the effect that the juristic personality is withdrawn and the company
ceases to exist. A public company is requiring an audit will be required to submit a copy of its
financial statements with the Annual Return.
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5.7 Shareholders’ Agreements
The Board of may choose to extend, amend or repeal any compulsory or incidental rules
relating to the governance of the company especially in respect of matters not addressed in
the MoI or Act. The board will do so by publishing a copy of the formulated rules to the
shareholders and in turn submitting or filing a copy with the commission. Once this is
endorsed the MoI and the rules automatically bind the company and the shareholders, the
company and each director, the shareholders themselves, or any prescribed officer, audit
member or committee of the board.
Withstanding that the shareholder may enter into any agreements entered with each other
provided that the agreement is consistent with the Act and the MoI. Should any rule or
provision not be consistent with the Act, the agreement will automatically be voided to its
extent of inconsistency.
NPC’s are obliged to certain statements in their MoI. Such statements are reflected as
follows:


Company is not one of a profit entity;



It should state or alternatively define one or more public benefits which are intern
company objectives;



Apply all of its assets and income to advance the stated objects as set out in its MoI;



Names a particular not for profit company or trust or even voluntary association to
receive any net assets upon winding up of the company or sets out the manner in
which the directors at the time of winding up the company may determine which not
for profit company or trust or voluntary association will receive such net assets

6.

Company Finance and Capital

Many find that the Act is mainly based on the solvency and liquidity of companies. All
distributions are treated the same which in turn is achieved by distributions to the solvency
and liquidation test. The interest of minor shareholders is protected by means of a special
resolution for share and option issues to directors or other specified individual (Section 41).
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Provisions relating to forms of debenture are replaced with proposals for a general scheme
designed to protect the interest of holders without making necessary distinctions based on
debt. In Chapter 2 subsection E the emphasis is directed to the existing scheme for
registration and transfer of securities. Simplified and moderate schemes have been
formulated offering of securities to the public, based on the principles of the current Act.

6.1 Shares
Shares are issued by a company are considered as movable property, transferable in any
manner and provided for in the Act or other legislation. Having mentioned this, shares no
longer have a nominal or par value. In other words, the value of shares is ideally determined
by the market rate. Keeping in mind, a company may not issue its shares to itself. To give
you more insight on the matter, it is easier to look at the following sections:

6.2 Section 36 - Authorisation of Shares

The classes of shares and the number of shares that are stated to be authorised and intern
issued (authorised share capital) must be states in the company’s MoI. The MoI should state
that the company may authorise a stated number of shares to be classified of unclassified,
this is then determined by the board. Such a classification may be ordinary or preferential
shares in tern shares with voting rights and shares without voting rights. Basically each class
of shares have a distinguishing designation for the class and the preferences, rights,
limitations, and other terms of shares. The board may wish to change its authorised shares
my classification, number, rights, limitations and so forth by means of a special resolution
which enforces an amendment to the Act.

6.3 Section 38 – Issue of Shares
Section 38 emphasises the power of the board. This directing to the power the board has to
issue shares.
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6.4 Section 39 – Pre-emptive Right to be offered Shares
Every shareholder in a private or public liability company have a pre-emptive right to be
offered and in turn be subscribed for a percentage of any shares issued or proposed to be
issued equal to the voting power of that shareholders general voting rights immediately before
the offer has been made. However, again emphasis’ is brought to the MoI, as the MoI may
enforce limit, negate of restriction to this right with respect to any or all classes of shares of
the company.

6.5 Section 40 – Consideration for Shares
An adequate consideration of shares may be issues by the board for consideration that are
benefit to the company or ideally capitalisation of shares without consideration

as

contemplated in terms of section 47, or in other terms conversion rights. When a company
has received consideration or other benefits approved by its board for the issuance of those
shares will be fully paid and the company may issue them, therefore insuring that the name of
the holder is then entered in the company’s securities register. If the shares are issued in
exchange for an instrument which is not necessary negotiable by the company such as future
services or benefits the consideration will internally be reflected as shares fully paid only
when the instrument is negotiated by the company or the party has fulfilled its obligation in
terms of the contract.
Therefore, the company is obliged to issue the shares upon entering the agreement or
receiving the instrument. These shares may cause the transferred to the third party and intern
may be help in a trust whereas later transferred to the subscribing party in accordance with a
trust agreement.

6.6 Section 41 – Shareholder Approval required for Issuing Shares
Section 41(1), states that a shareholder must approve the process of issuing shares by
means of a special resolution in certain cases.
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With this being said, the cases may be as follows:
-

If shares are issued to a future director or prescribed officer of the company

-

A person, juristic person or individual to the company or to a director prescribed
officer; and

-

For a nominee of any of the above.

However, Section 41(1) will not apply where the issue of shares are as follows and
immediately Section 41(2) will apply:
-

Underwriting contract of shares

-

Exercise of a pre-emptive right

-

In proportion to existing holding on the same terms and conditions as have been
offered to all the shareholders company or to all the shareholders of the class of
classes of shares being issued.

-

Pursuant to an employee share scheme that satisfies the requirements of Section 97
or;

-

On the same terms and conditions as have been offered to members of the public.

Section 41(3) emphasises that an issue of share requires approval of the shareholders by
means of a special resolution if the voting power of the shares that are issued or issuable as a
result of the transaction will internally be equal to or more than 30 percent of the voting power
of the shares of that class held by the shareholder immediately before the transaction.
Section 41(5) states that any director who was presented at a meeting who issues authorised
securities and fails to vote against such issue despite knowing that it is inconsistent with this
section may be held liable for any loss damages of costs sustained by the company as a
result thereof.

6.7 Section 44 – Financial Assistance for Subscription of Securities
The board may authorise the company to provide financial assistance by the way of a loan
this guarantee the provision of security or otherwise to any person for the purpose of a
connection with the subscription of any option, or any securities, issued or inter-related
company for the purchase of any securities of the company or a related company subject to
the requirements relating to conditions and consequences of lending financial assistance.
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6.8 Section 45 – Loans or other Financial Assistance to Directors
A company may not give direct or indirect financial assistance to a director or prescribed
officer of a company or of a related company or person related to the company or director.
The board may not authorise it unless it meets the requirements.

6.9 Section 46 – Distributions to be authorised by the Board
A distribution may only be made by a company if there is an existing legal obligation by the
company, court order or has authorised by the board by a resolution. This board resolution
acknowledges that the solvency and liquidity test has been applied for as well as the
accounting and financial statements have been reasonably conducted and intern the
company will satisfy the test immediately after completing the proposed distribution.

7.

Directors

7.1 Changes to the Act
The Act has induced provisions which inflict personal liability on directors and these
provisions will militate against a person accepting the appointment, or intern continuing the
role as a director. Principally as a non-executive director as the personal liability risk is far too
great especially in relation to the fees which directors normally earn for their services to a
company. There is a peculiarity between an executive and a non-executive director; however,
this only lies in the director’s level of involvement in the day to day management of the
company. Apart from the different degrees of concern and skill which arise from specialist
skills and/or the degree of involvement in daily management, there is no difference in law
between the duties and liabilities of executive directors and non-executive directors. The Act
therefore enforces a higher platform of conduct in which directors are personally liable for,
especially with regards to the duties been partially codified in the Act which is more lenient
than those of the common law in some important instances. This then enforces that the
financial exposure which directors face under the Act if differ to the position under the 1973
Act.
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A director faces much greater financial risk under the Act in these circumstances for four
reasons:


Director’s statutory duties such as “solvency and liquidity test”;



Powerful new remedies are available to an aggrieved shareholder or other
stakeholder, such as an employee, against directors who do not do their jobs
properly;



Remedies against directors which were available to stakeholders under the 1973 Act
are not only retained, they are also wider in their scope and easier to implement in
some instances; and



The new enforcement regime has proved to be more efficient and effective, so
recalcitrant directors will find it more difficult to avoid personal liability for not doing
their jobs properly.

Many believe this was enforced by the act as Directors often allow their power being a
specific role affects the global business in a negative being with multinational companies.
Government has followed the worldwide tendency towards requiring superior accountability
by directors for corporate wrongdoings and in turn providing all stakeholders remedies against
recalcitrant directors. Threats to a director’s personal financial position are, however,
countered by a number of defences and remedies which the Act gives to directors such as the
“business judgement test” in s76(4)(a) and s77(9) that said, directors have considerable
powers. However, with great powers comes great responsibility.

7.2 Non – eligible or disqualified Directors
As stated before, the Act sets out qualifications and disqualifications for directors in Section
69 which specifically states that a company may impose additional grounds of ineligibility on
its directors together with a minimum standard of requirements to be bet by the Director(s) –
however, this must be stated in the company’s MoI. Should a director become ineligible
immediate action is taken and the Director not only ceases his title and/or position but
automatically becomes disqualified.
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This said, one must keep in mind that a person becomes ineligible if one of the below options
are applicable and internally proved as correct:


Juristic person - therefore a company or trust may not act as a director;



If the individual is considered as a minor;



If the individual does not satisfy any qualification set out in the company’s MoI.

Section 69(8)(a) focuses on the aspect that whether the court of whether a person has been
declared as delinquent he or she may not be a director or member of a company or CC.
Section 69(8)(b) focuses of the following four aspects:


Un-rehabilitated insolvent;



Prohibition in terms of any public regulation;



Removal of officer or director of a trust due to misconduct involving dishonesty; and



Conviction of a offences involving fraud, theft, forgery, perjury or alternatively,
offences involving misrepresentation, dishonesty, or in connection with the promotion
formation, or management of a company whether it be the companies Act, Insolvency
Act, Close Corporation Act, Compensation Act, FICA, Security Services Act,
Prevention and combating of Corruption Activities Act.

That said, even though the aforementioned states who man not be appointed as director it
may be discarded should it be a private company under the circumstances that the company
is his or hers. Although court may except a person from the application of any of the
provisions listed in Section 69(8)(b).

7.3 Delinquent Directors and Directors’ Probation (Section 162)
A remedy to the shareholders and other stakeholders are introduced to hold directors
accountable by an application to court. This therefore declares a director delinquent and in
turn prohibited or insurance under probation.

The specific provisions’ relating to these

applications is that a director in question must be currently employed as director of the
company or at minimum within 24 months. The Commission will therefore keep a register of
all those individuals and therefore declare them delinquent or on probation.
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7.4 Board of directors (Sections 66 and 70)
A minimum number of directors are required as classified in the categorisation of companies.
Thus, the MoI may provide for direct appointment and removal of directors by any persons
therein. In other terms the board may discharge a director for various reasons; however, in
many cases these reasons are due to negligence or alternatively dereliction of duty.
Decisions of the board will remain valid even if the number of director is below the minimum
set out by the Act or even in the case set out by the MoI. Although there is a clause that
states a director may be appointed on a temporary basis. Keeping in mind that a profit
company is forced to allow its’ shareholders to elect a minimum of fifty percent directors and
fifty percent of alternate directors. That said, it is obligation that each director be appointed by
a separate resolution.

7.5 Board Committees (Section 72)
The creation of a committee is to delegate the authority or action which is taken and which in
turn does not satisfy or constitute compliance by a director with the required duty of a director
to the company. The minister may in tern regulate that a company have social and ethics
committee if it is desirable in the public interest, regarding to the annual turnover, size of
workforce or even the nature and extent of its activities. A board may appoint non-directors to
be a part of the committee; although such people not ought to not have a vote and the board
may delegate to the committee any of the authority the board so wishes. The Act defines a
director as a member of a committee, whether it be a board or audit committee for the
purpose of those sections which deal with qualification, eligibility, personal financial interest,
liability and indemnification.

7.6 Board Meetings (Section 73)
Board meetings may only be obligatory if it is called by the following:


A minimum of two directors; or



In the case of a board with twelve or more directors, twenty five percent of directors
require it.
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However, board meeting may be called at any time and will only ne obligator if any of the
above pointers is presented. Meetings may also be held using electronic measurements or
communications and are not limited to any aspect. Even though communication may be done
electronically a vote will only be valid if majority of directors are present.
In tern the board may have the authority to determine the requirements for the notice provided
that is complies with the companies MoI and the Act. Each director is granted one vote on
each matter before the board and majority of votes cast a resolution with the adequate
number to approve the resolution and in the case of a tied vote the chair may cast a deciding
vote if he has not previously voted. In any or all other instances the motion is not carried.

7.7 Removal of Directors (Section 71)
A director may be removed by an ordinary resolution which is adopted at a shareholders
meeting by any entitled person with authorising voting rights in an election, despite what is
stated in the MOI, rules are regulations or agreements between a company and its director or
shareholders and its director. However, the director must be given notice of the meeting and
the resolution must be afforded a reasonable opportunity to make a presentation in person or
through a representative to the meeting before the resolution is put to vote.

7.8 Personal financial interests of directors (Section 75)
The Act enforces a director to disclose this personal financial interest in respect of a matter to
be considered at a meeting of a board, although this section does not necessarily apply to
certain directors in certain circumstances. This section focuses on the director disclosing his
interest before the board and the meeting.

7.9 Codified Regime of Directors’ Duties (Section 76)
Codified regimes of directors’ are introduced in the Act and this section highlights and applies
to the following:
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Any non-directors, for instance persons appointed to committees and who are
directors (i.e. member of the audit committee, alternate director and/ or a prescribed
officer);



A director must exercise the powers and perform the functions of director in good
faith, proper purpose and in the best interests of the company. That said, a degree of
care, skill and diligence that may reasonably be expected of such a person.



This section does not exclude common law thus, the common law duties that are not
expressly amended by section 76 or those that are not in conflict with it, will in turn
still apply.

7.10 General Liability of Directors and Officers (Section 77)
Liability is joint and shared between different parties which are found in the Act, especially
since the action to recover loss, damages or costs may not commence more than 3 years
after the Act or omission. This section focuses on what directors are liable for:


Breach of a fiduciary duty;



Losses, damages or cost resulting from breach of Sections 75, 76(2), 76(3)(a) or (b);



Delict which is breach of a duty as per Section 76(3)(a) or alternatively, a duty as
stated in the MoI;



Acting in the name of the company despite knowing there was no authority to do so Section 77(3)(a);



Acquiescing to carry on of the company despite knowing it is contra Section 22;



Party to an Act or omission by the company despite knowing that it was calculated to
defraud a creditor, employee or even a shareholder – Section 77(3)(c);



Signing or consenting to the publication of AFS or a prospectus which contains untrue
statement;
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Knowing and consenting to the issue of shares which had not been authorised;



Granting unauthorised options;



Agree to grant financial assistance to directors of other parties when not in
accordance with requirements;



Liability for failing to vote against a distribution where the company failed to satisfy
the solvency and liquidity test and this was reasonably predictable.

8.

Shareholders

The Act now demonstrated more flexibility with regards to Shareholders’ forms, meetings,
proxy and rights, ordinary and special resolutions. Under previous Act, minority of the
shareholders had rights against an obnoxious majority shareholder. This is why the
Government has recognised that the economic necessity to create and foster investor
confidence in South African companies by introducing some valuable new rights and
remedies for minority shareholders, most of which already exist in similar or modified forms in
the company laws of most world nations.
The class action is probably the most important which can also be the most fatal. In line with
the progressive shareholder value approach, the Act also gives other stakeholders,
particularly employees, rights and remedies they never had before. The Act has introduced,
among others, the following six new remedies:


Stakeholders may apply to court for relief from abuse of a company’s separate legal
personality, s20(9);



Regime to protect “whistle-blowers” who disclose irregularities or contraventions of
the Act, s159;



Shareholder has a general right to apply to a court for a declaratory order as to that
shareholder’s rights, and to obtain an appropriate remedy, s161;



Stakeholders may apply to a court to have a director declared delinquent or placed
under probation, s162;
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In circumstances, shareholders may require that their shares be valued and bought
back by the company for cash, called the “appraisal remedy”; and



In circumstances, stakeholders may commence or pursue legal action against
anyone in the name of the company, called the “derivative action”, s165.

In addition, Section 163 now permits a shareholder or a director to seek relief from a court for
abuse by directors of their powers, and gives a court an extremely wide judgment as to what it
may order if it rules in favour of the applicant, including removing a director from office or
placing a director under probation.

8.1 The Class Action
The class action strategy enables individuals with common complaints against large
corporation; this usually results at a loss to the company as usually millions of dollars are paid
as compensation for wrongs inflicted on the individuals by the corporation. The class action is
a legal procedure, not a remedy, its purpose being to give access to justice to people who
would otherwise be unable to fund the costs of legal proceedings on their own. For this
reason, it could play a crucial role in assisting stakeholders to pursue their remedies under
the Act, including those against directors.
The class action has been unequivocally adopted by the Act, which permits legal proceedings
to be brought by anyone “as a member of, or in the interest of, a group or class of affected
persons”, s157(1)(c). This is the same wording as that of Section 38 of the Constitution, and
there has been a Supreme Court of Appeal judgment on the subject. That said, is South
Africa follows the trend where lawyers are willing to take on class action the emergence of
businesses that provide funding for class actions on a similar basis the availability of the class
action could also result in an increase in litigation activity.

8.2 The Derivative Action
There is always obstacles visible in any and all aspects of a business, this for one is for the
stakeholders of a company, mainly focusing on the minority shareholders who have limited
exceptions, this emphases that the law does not give any direct right to claim, on behalf of the
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company, compensation from its directors personally for having breached their duties to the
company. Their only recourse under both the common law and the 1973 Act was an indirect
action, called the “derivative action”. If a shareholder believes that a director has breached
his/her duties to the company, and if the remaining directors condoned the breach, that
shareholder could apply to court for an order forcing the board to take the necessary legal
action against the director.
The Act expands the scope of the derivative action significantly and thus, it permits derivative
proceedings to be initiated, not only by any shareholder, but also by any director, prescribed
officer or employee representative such as a trade union.
The derivative action is no longer restricted to actions for wrongful acts of directors only. Now,
the offender can be anyone who has harmed, or may harm to the company’s “legal interests”,
an extremely wide term.
The procedure is also cheaper for the complainant and most significantly, the complainant no
longer has to apply to court. Instead, all that the complainant must do is serve a written notice
on the company demanding that it institutes legal proceedings against the alleged offender.
The board is then obliged, at the company’s cost, to appoint an independent person or
committee to investigate the demand and report back to it on its likely success. After
considering the report, the board must either commence legal proceedings against the
alleged offender or inform the complainant why it will not do so.

8.3 Proxies
A proxy is a group of people chosen by the shareholder(s) or alternatively, the agent to take
part in and together vote at a shareholders meeting. This group, the proxy of entitled to effect
or abstain from exercising any voting right from the shareholder without direction, except of
the MoI or the instrument appointing the proxy directs him or her.

8.4 Notices
The Act clearly stipulates that notices must be given to its shareholders the norm of this
notice period is usually as follows:
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Fifteen business days for any Public and/or Non Profit Company; and



Ten business days for any other Company.

This notice period must be fulfilled by all companies except for the company’s, which have
clearly stated differently in their MoI. These companies will in turn follow their own structure
with regards to the notice periods. The Act has also enforced sentences on companies, which
fail to give the required notices or if a defect in the notice is condoned. Therefore the meeting
may be condoned if the all are present, if the agenda acknowledges actual receipt of the
notice, if the notice of the meeting is waived, and lastly of there is a material defect in the
manner and form of notice – therefore defective notice.

8.5 Compulsory AGM’s
AGM’s are specifically stringent with public companies, as their first AGM must be convened
no more than eighteen months after the company’s anniversary date, also known as the date
of incorporation. Thereafter, it should occur once every year. However, it may not be
convened more than fifteen months from the date of the previous AGM.

8.6 Meetings
A shareholders’ meeting may be called at any time by the board or alternatively, any other
person specified in the Company’s MoI. A meeting is usually held to discuss, decide or
alternatively confirm actions; consequently a meeting should be held when:


An AGM of a public company or required;



When it is required by the Company’s MoI;



When the board refers a matter to the shareholders for decision – specifically
fundamental transactions;



Whenever a vacancy must be filled on the Board, s70(3);



When written and signed demands are delivered to a company.
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8.7 Resolutions
There are two types of resolutions, which are passed: either a Special Resolution or
alternatively an Ordinary Resolution.
A Special Resolution is adopted by the holders of at least 75 percent, keeping in mind the
Company’s MoI may state otherwise and may in turn have a lower percent of voting rights to
approve a Special Resolution. There must be a difference of at least ten percentage points
between the requirements for approval of an Ordinary and a Special Resolution.
An Ordinary Resolution is also adopted by the shareholders, however apposed to a Special
Resolution the passing requires a majority of 51 percent. Keeping in mind, the 51 percent is
also the minimum requirement for the removal of a director under Section 71.

8.8 Quorum
A quorum must be presented for all meeting. There are two aspects which are presented in
the quorum, this being quorum votes and person quorum.
Quorum votes – known as the presence at the meeting of holders which have at least 25
percent of all the voting rights and are entitled to be exercise their rights in the respect of at
least one matter to be decided on at the meeting. Keeping in mind that if there are insufficient
persons (quorum) at a meeting, the meeting may not commence unless the aggregate is at
the least of 25 percent of all voting rights which are entitled to be exercised on the matter at
the time when the matter is called on the agenda.
Person quorum – contrasting to the votes quorum if a company has more than two
shareholders, a meeting may not begin neither may the matter be debated unless at minimum
three shareholders are presented and the requirements of the “votes” quorum are also met.
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9.

Financial Records and Audit

The Act places a great deal on responsibility and liability on preparers of financial statements
some of which fall under the following and are as follows:

9.1 Accounting Records (Section 28)
The Act states that a company must keep truthful and complete accounting records in one of
the official languages of RSA, which is usually English, this known as the business language.
Further to this the Act states that he accounting records must be kept at the companies
registered office as it is necessary to enable the company to satisfy its obligations in terms of
the Act or any law respect to the preparation of financial statements and to include the
prescribed manner and form. The Act specifically states that if a company fails to keep
accounting records as prescribed with an intent to deceive, mislead, or to falsify these records
it is considered as a sever offence.

9.2 Financial Statements (Section 29)
A company will be required to provide financial statements as some or other time, whether it
is annual financial statement etc. These financial statements must:


Satisfy the financial reporting standards as prescribed according to form and content;



Fairly state the affairs and business of company, including transactions and financial
position of the company;



State companies assets, liabilities, equity, income and expenses, and any other
prescribed information;



The accounting period to which they apply must be stated together with the date the
statement was produced.



A prominent note must be stated on the first page which states whether the statement
is in compliance with any applicable requirement, whether they have been audited, if
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not audited then independently reviewed and the name, profession (is any) of the
individual who prepared the statements.
These requirements set enforces the company stay transparent while maintaining certain
records, which must be open for inspection by all stakeholders for at least seven years. They
also incorporate one of the DTI’s goals – the prescription of minimum standards of content
and efficacy. If the statements are found to be false or misleading in any material the
company automatically seizes to have offended (Sections 29 and 218).
Section 29(4) focuses on the form and the content of financial statements as the Minister
determined by providing in the regulations that every company must calculate its “public
interest score” for each financial year in order to determine, among other things:


Whether or not it is obliged to have its AFS audited; and



Which set of “financial reporting standards” it must comply with in preparing its
financial statements.

Such regulations are forced to promote sound and consistent accounting practices while
complying with the reporting standards of the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB). However, there are different standards for profit and non-profit companies as well as
different categories within the profit companies. Section 29(6) again focuses on the offence
the company is committing for preparing any financial statements while knowing that the
statements do not comply with the international reporting standards.

9.3 Annual Financial Statements (Section 30)
A company is required to produce AFS each year within six months after the end of its
financial year. These financial statements are audited in the case of a public company or
alternatively in the case of any other company the financial statements are done in order to
determine the annual turnover, size of its workforce, nature and extent of its activities.
Section 30(3) states that an auditor’s report is necessary if the statements were audited, a
report done by the directors stating the affairs, business, profit or loss of the company(s)
including any matter considered material which enables the shareholders to appreciate the
company’s state of affairs and any prescribed information. Sections 30(4) – (6) states that if
the AFS are required to be auditor then extensive information about any remuneration
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received by a director or prescribed officer as sit out in the Act. Section 76(5)(b) states that
directors of a company may rely information provided by the accountants (Section 214).

10. Enhanced Accountability and Transparency

Apart of maintaining accountability and transparency to familiarise oneself with the
appointment of company secretary (if applicable), auditors and committees. A private
company is not obliged to appoint a company secretary, or audit committee apposed form
public companies and SOCs as they are obliged to appoint a company secretary and an audit
committee.

The Act also contains two new important accountability and transparency

provisions, namely:


Section 122, which imposes new disclosure requirements in relation to sizeable
acquisitions and disposals of securities of “regulated companies”, being companies
that are subject to the TRP’s jurisdiction and which include all public companies,
whether listed or unlisted; and



Section 72(4), a rather radical requirement which, when read with regulation 43,
compels each SOC, listed public company and any other company that has, in any
two of its previous five financial years, scored above 500 points on its “public interest
scorecard” (being 150 points more than the score at which a company is obliged to
have its AFS audited) to appoint a social and ethics committee. There will certainly be
a large group of private companies, which will be obliged to do so.

Applications may, however, be made by any company to the Tribunal for an exemption from
this requirement.
This committee, which is appointed by the board, has the duty to “monitor the company’s
activities” in relation to five aspects of a company’s social responsibilities, namely social and
economic development, good corporate citizenship,

the environment, health and

public

safety, consumer relationships, and labour and employment.
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10.1 Company Secretary
When a company wants to appoint a company secretary there are certain aspects that need
to be considered. For instance a company secretary must be a permanent resident is South
Africa as well have sufficient knowledge and experience of the Act especially duties set out in
the Act and the accountability to the board.

10.2 Appointment and Rotation of Auditor (Section 90)
Relevant companies must appoint registered auditor and accept to its audit committee every
year upon its date of incorporation. In order to conduct a valid appointment of auditor the
company must specify the name of the auditor, firm or individual ensuring that the
requirements are met. Such requirements are that the same individual may not serve as
auditor for two (2) consecutive financial years, after two consecutive years the auditor ceases
to the appointment and may only be reinstated after the expiry of at least two further financial
years.
Section 93 specifically sets out the rights, restrictions, and functions of auditors. This section
also elaborates that an auditor may not perform any services that place the auditor or the firm
in conflict of interest as determined by the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA)
in terms of the Auditing Profession Act or any other services determined by its audit. The
appointed auditor may not be a director, prescribed officer, employee, or consultant of the
company.

10.3 Audit Committee (Section 94)
An audit committee must be elected and consist of at least three members who are nonexecutive directors of the company. The elected committee meeting should be presented at
every AGM meeting. The audit committee must follow certain duties during the financial year
the audit is appointed. For instance, the audit committee must determine the fees paid to the
auditor as well as specify the auditor’s term of engagement. Together with the decision of the
prescribed fees the audit committee decided upon, the committee must ensure the
appointments of the auditors comply with the Act and any other legislation governing auditors.
The nature and extent of non- audit services may be provided by the auditors to the company.
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The audit committee may:


Pre-approve any proposed contract with the auditor and pro-vision of non-audit
services to the company.



Receive and deal appropriately with any complaints from within or outside the
company, especially relating to accounting practices or internal audits of the
company.



Make suggestions to the board on any matter concerning the company’s accounting
policies, financial control, records and reporting.



Perform other functions determined by the board.

A company is obliged to pay all expenses which are reasonably incurred by its audit
committee including the fees of any consultant or specialist engaged by committee to assist
its duties. It is also important to know that if a holding company has an audit committee, the
subsidiary do not require appointing audit committees too.

11. Business Rescue

The business rescue (“BR”) regime has replaced the judicial management (“JM”) regime in
the 1973 Act. The business rescue regime was implemented to provide a substitute to
liquidating a near insolvent company, in simple terms it was implemented to facilitate the
rehabilitation of a company that is in financial distress. The Government’s determination with
this concept is based, on experiential verification to the effect that attempts to rescue
companies that are already insolvent to meet with less success than attempts to rescue
companies that can begin almost immediately after a company first realises that it is in severe
financial difficulties. The Minister explained the need for BR as follows:

“[The Act] introduces the principle that the idea of business rescue schemes rather than
summary liquidation are more preferable, with the idea in mind that it is better to try and save
a business in distress rather than summarily close it down because creditors exceed debtors,
the possibility of restoration being more equitable for all interested parties than the current
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somewhat immediate, maybe too early in some instances, brutal settlement and distribution
process [of liquidation].”

The regimes provide for the control by a third party of companies that are in severe financial
difficulties and for their temporary reprieve from creditors’ claims, but differ from one another
in most other respects. The BR regime does not hamper with any treatment plan to ensure
company’s back to solvency. It is also a system to temporarily protect a company against the
claims of creditors so that its business can be restructured and thereafter be sold for
maximum value as a going concern, thus giving creditors and shareholders a better return
than they would have received had the company been liquidated. The other difference
between the BR and JM regime is that it isn’t necessary for a company to get the court’s
approval in order to obtain the protections that BR offer.
A minimum requirement is that of a resolution, which is signed by all directors; this resolution
must declare the financial straits and the appointment of an independent person (who is
known as a practitioner) internally selected by the board. The practitioner then has to
investigate the company’s situation including the financial affairs and then the practitioner has
the right to decide whether the company is in rational panorama of rehabilitation. Should this
be the case, the practitioner must then prepare a BR plan; this plan might have to be
approved by the stakeholders. However, once the plan has been approved, the practitioner
must ensure that the plan is then implemented.

11.1 Company Resolution (Section 129)
As previously mentioned, the board may resolve when the company must begin business
rescue proceedings. This usually occurs when the company is in financial distress and when
it appears to be in a reasonable prospect of rescuing the company from insolvency. The
resolution must be filed within five business days together with a sworn statement of facts
relevant to the grounds on which the board resolution was founded and in turn the
appointment or the rescue practitioner who consents to the appointment in writing.
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11.2 Objections to Company Resolution (Section 130)
A pretentious person may apply to the court should be not be satisfied with the resolution, the
court may then choose to grant an order for setting aside the appointment of the practitioner
on the grounds set out by the Act, or for required the practitioner to provide security in the
amount and in term and conditions that the court considered necessary to secure the
interests of the company and the affected person.

11.3 Court Proceedings (Section 131)
Sections 131 to 136 deal with the duration of the proceedings from the general monitoring on
legal proceeding, protection of property interests, post commencement and finance as well as
the effect of business rescue on the employees and contracts. Each person who is affected in
the process has the right to participate in the hearing of an application. This affected person
may apply to the court ordering that the company be place under supervision whilst
commencing the business rescue proceedings.

11.4 Effect on Shareholders and Directors (Section 137)
When a company is undergoing business rescue proceedings the transfer of shares are not
permitted and therefore will be invalid. The board must continue to perform and exercise their
functions and powers however; this is subjective to the practitioner. Thus, the company has to
exercise any management function within the company in accordance with the instructions
passed by the practitioner. In doing so, the company will be bound by the requirements with
reference to personal financial interests. Sections 138 to 143 examine the qualifications of
practitioners, replacement and removal, general powers, duties, investigational affairs,
directors co-operation, and remuneration of the practitioner.

11.5 Rights of Employees during Business Rescue (Section 144)
The employees are recognised as creditors of the company with the interest to extent any
unpaid remuneration which ensures the protection of employees. Therefore the employee is
known as a preferred unsecured creditor. During the proceedings each employee may elect
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any rights as a creditor either directly or alternatively, through a proxy of a registered trade
union. The employees are entitled to the following:


Notice of each important court proceeding, decision and meeting;



Participation in court proceedings;



Formation of an employee committee;



Consult with practitioner during the developments of business rescue plan;



Vote with creditors on a motion to approve a proposed business plan; and



Present and make submission to the meeting of holders where the rights to vote
interest before any proposed business plan

11.6 Participation by Creditors (Section 145)
The same what employees have rights is the same what creditors have rights. Therefore each
creditor is entitled to the same rights and to participate in the proceeding to the extent of
informal proposals, which may be given to the practitioner. Each creditor is entitled to vote in
accordance to approve or reject a plan. The creditors are also entitled to form a creditors
committee who consult with the practitioner during the development of the plan.

11.7 Participation by Shareholders (Section 145)
Shareholders are also entitles to participate as employees and creditors however opposite
form employees and creditors, shareholder participate in all formal proceedings and are
entitled to vote, amend, approve or reject a plan.

11.8 First Meeting of all Employees and Creditors (Section 147 and 148)
Within ten business days after the appointment of a practitioner the first meeting must be
convened.
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11.9 The Business Plan (Section 150 to 154)
After the practitioner has consulted with the creditors and all affected people (employees,
management, etc.), the practitioner is obliged to prepare a possible business rescue plan for
consideration and possible adoption at the meeting which in turn determines the future of the
company. There is certain information and annexure that the plan must consist of, mainly the
following:


Publication of the plan must be done within twenty-five days after the day on which
the practitioner was appointed.



The practitioner must convene ten days after the publication of the business plan for
consideration of the proposed plan and there after deliver notice five days before the
meeting to all creditors, employees and any affected person.



As the practitioner instructs the company must take all necessary steps to convince
the conditions on which the plan is implemented and adopted.



Once the plan has been implemented the practitioner must file a notice of the
substantial implementation of the business rescue plan to the Commission.

12. Transitional arrangements

12.1 Close Corporation
Close Corporations (CC) continue to exist for another period of approximately seven (7)
years, which are deem to dissolve by 2020 in accordance to the Close Corporation Act.
Therefore, CC’s need to be converted to companies within this period.

12.2 Conversion of a CC to a Company
CCs may convert to a company by filing a notice of conversion together with the required
documentation to the commission. However, as there are no members in a company the
members automatically become shareholders.
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Into SA assists companies – local and foreign – to understand the new Act and to amend
their legal structures and statutory documents as well as to advise on the best legal strategies
for incorporation or transition.

Further services by into SA can be found on our website: www.into-sa.com

13. Contacts for INTO SA
General
Phone:

0800 INTOSA (468672)

Web:

www.into-sa.com

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/into.sa.limited

LinkedIn:

www.linkedin.com/company/2876527

Twitter:

@Into_SA

Pretoria
Phone:

+27 (0)12 941 1509

Fax:

+27 (0)86 214 2000

Email:

pretoria@into-sa.com

Johannesburg
Phone:

+27 (0)73 119 6719

Fax:

+27 (0)86 214 2000

Email:

johannesburg@into-sa.com

Cape Town, Winelands & Garden Route
Phone:

+27 (0)12 412 1556

Fax:

+27 (0)86 260 8427

Email:

capetown@into-sa.com
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